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Precision Density Measurement of Silicon 1 2 
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The densit ies of 22 la rge h igh ly perfect s il icon single crystals have been measured by 
hydrostatic weighing in water, y ieldin g a n aver age value of 

ds ; (25°C) = 2.329002 ± (7 X 10- 6) g/cm3. 

An experimental precision has been achieved whic h exceeds the accuracy wit h which t he 
absolute dens ity of water is known. The effect of variations of the water surface t ens ion 
force on the suspension wire has been m imized by using a 0.001 in . suspension wire coated 
with plat inum black, a nd by doin g a la rge number of r epeated weighings of each crystal. 

1. Introduction 

:Measurement of density is one of the most basic 
of physical measurements, and is often intrinsic in 
the determination of other physical constants. For 
instance, the density together with the lattice spacing 
and molecular weight of a crystal can be used to 
determine Avogadro's number [1].4 Similarly, it is 
possible to determine relativ e a,tomic or molecular 
weights from the densities and lattice co nstants of 
different crystals [2]. Density has also been used 
as an indication of the lattice perfection of crystals 
[3]. In a differen t type of experiment, the density 
of a crystal has been used as a factor in determining 
elm of the electron frolll the index of refraction of 
x rays [4] . 

One of the most direct methods of determining 
the density of solid bodies is by hydrostatic weighing 
in a liquid of known density, and conversely, the 
density of a liquid can be measured by hydrostatic 
weighing of a solid body of known mass and volume. 
Aside from the usual problems associated with 
precision weighing, the main difficulty encountered 
is due to the variation of the surface tension effects 
of the liquid on the suspension wire passing through 
the surface. These effects must be minimized by 
using minimum diameter suspension wire and by 
keeping a constant contact angle of the liquid 
against the wi.re. 

This paper describes the procedure which has 
been used to measure the density of silicon crystals 
up to 18 g in size. Primary attention is paid to the 
apparatus and methods used for the hydrostatic 
weighing in water. In another paper [5] the result 
of this density determination has been used in 
conjunction with x-ray lattice spacin g measurements 
of the same crystals to determin e tlle absolute scale 
of x-ray wa\·elell gths . 

1 This work was supported by lbc U.S. A lom ie Energy Commission. 
2 rrhis paper is based in part on adoCLoral clissc r t~ltion submitted to the D epa.rt

ment of Physics, The Johns Llopkins University, 190 1. 
3 Present address: Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California, 

Los Alamos, N. :M:cx. 
"Figures in brackels indicate the lileralure references at the end of this paper. 

[2. Experimental Procedure 

Accurate density measurement consists of a precise 
determination of the mass and the volume of an 
object. The mass can be determined by direct 
weighing, but the volume must usually be determined 
indirectly by determining the mass of water that the 
object displaces. Kohlrausch [6] was the first to use 
this method for accurate density determin ation , 
and it usually bears his name. The density , do, of the 
object of mass N1o, then is given by 

wh ere lvlow is its apparent mass in water, and dJ-l 20 the 
density of water at the t ime or weighing. Thus the 
accuracy of the density determination depends to a 
large ex 'tent on the accuracy of the weighings. This 
accuracy depends on the precision. and sensiti "ity or 
the balance, the accuracy of the welghts, and t he care 
with which the weighings are made. A good dis
cussion of the weighing process and the construction 
of precision balances has been presentecl by 
Corwin [7]. 

As already stated, the main difficulty with the 
weio'hings in water is du e to the surface tension 
effe~ts on the suspension at the liquid surJ'ace. The 
surface tension of water at 25 °C against air is 71.97 
dyn/cm. Thu s i r a 0.001 in . wire is wetted perfectly, 
the downward force on it due to surface tension is 
0.574 dyn, which is equi\'alent to 586 fJ.g or weight. 
Since this force on t he wire varies as t Ile cosine of the 
liquid contact angle, it is desirable to Hmintain a 
nearly zero co ntact angle, t hu s minimizing the force 
variat ions du e to small chan ges in the angle. In 
o'eneral, the co ntact angle varies wit h the cleanliness 
~ f the metal surrace and wit h the direction of motion 
of the water surface. Usually, for a receding water 
surface the co ntact angle is very nearly equal to 
zero [8]. Thererore the usual procedure in hydro
static weio'hing has been to clean the suspension wire 
very carel~lly and to use exactly the same portion of 
the wire in each weighing [9]. It has also been 
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suggested that t he contact angle should be observed 
dming the measmements to insure its constancy [10]. 
The associated problems of this method are that a 
zero contact angle is very difficult to attain , it 
depends on the direction of t ravel of the contact line 
relative to the metal surface, and minute traces of 
foreign matter on the metal surface will alter the 
contact angle considerably. On the other hand, the 
contact angle against a rough metal surface may be 
zero due to capillary attraction of the liquid to the 
surface. This fact was ut ilized in this experiment 
and has also been applied by various other observers 
who have coated their suspensions with either a 
rough gold [11] or platinum black [12] coating. 

The following paragraphs describe the equipment 
and procedures used in this eA-periment. 

2.1. The Balance 

A Mettler M- 5 microbalance was chosen for this 
experiment primarily because of its automatic 
weight changing feature and because it can be ob
tained with an under t he pan weighing attachment. 
The capacity of this balance is 20 g. The balance 
was enclosed in an additional shcct aluminum case 
to exclude au: currents, and the experiment was 
performed in a room where the temperature was 
controlled to within ± 0.2 DC of 25 DC . 

Because the weights arc housed inside the balance, 
and not easily removable, they were calibrated by 
weighing a set of National Bureau of Standards 
certified class M weights [13]. The procedure for 
calcul ating the weight corrections from these weigh
ing; has been developed by Lashof and Macurdy 
[14]. These calculations also y ield (exclusive of the 
standard weight errors) the probable error of weigh
ing with the balance. On this particular balance 
the probable error of a weighing was approximately 
1 /lg. 

2.2. Air Bouyancy Corrections 

Because of different densities of the object being 
weighed and of the weights, the buoyant force on 
the two may b e different. The true mass, Mo, 
of the object then is given to a good approximation 
by 

where Mw is the true mass of the weights, p is the 
density of au', and do and dw the densities of the 
object and the weights respectively [16]. The 
density of air with the normal CO2 content of 
0.04 percent by volume is given by [17] 

p = l.2930 (273 .15/ T) [(B - 0.3783e)/760] X 10- 3 g/ml , 

, Using this a pproximate c~ u atio n for calculating the mass of an object, the 
error is only 0.18 parts per million in weighin g silicon with stainless steel weigllts . 

where 

e= vapor pressure of the water in ail' (mm Hg), 
T = absolute temperature (OK) [273.15 °K = O °C] 
B = barometric pressure (mm Hg). 

Under normal atmosphm'ic conditions each of the 
following variations will produce approximately 
one /lg/cm 3 change in the density of air: 0.6-mm 
change in barometric pressure, 0.2 °C change in 
temperature, and 7-percent change in relative 
humidity at 25°C. Obviously, the error that the 
uncertainties in the above quantities in troduce in 
the weight determination, is proportional to the 
difference in volume of the object and the weights. 

During this experiment, the ail' temperature was 
measured to ± 0.1 °C with a thermometer inserted 
inside the aluminum shroud of the balance. Later a 
thermistor thermometer [18] was constructed which 
could be inserted inside the balance case. The 
relative humidity was measured inside the balance 
case with an electrical resistance type hygrometer. 
The probable errol' in this measurement was esti
mated to be approximately 3 percent. The atmos
pheric pressure was measured to ± 0.2 mm H g 
probable error with an aneroid barometer which was 
calibrated against a mercury barometer. 

2.3 . Density of Water 

Historically, water was chosen as the density 
standard because of its universal availability and 
because it was believed to have constant density. 
The International Prototype Kilogram was con
structed to have as nearly as possible the mass of 
1000 cm3 of water at its maximum density. Then 
the liter was defined as the volume of 1 kg of pure, 
air-free water at standard atmospheric pressure and 
at the temperature of its maximum density, ap
proximately 4 °C. It was left to experiment to 
determine the exact relationship between the liter 
and 1000 cm3 • 

The determination of the absolute density of 
water at any given temperature was carried out in 
two steps. First, the density relative to the maxi
mum density was determined by Chappuis [19] and 
by Thiessen et aI., [20] from measurements of thermal 
expansion. Tilton and Taylor [21] have recalculated 
the relative densities based on Chappuis' data. 
According to this recalculation, the density of water 
at 25° relative to that at 4° is 0.9970751 g/ml, and 
the change in density with temperature in the range 
from 25.0 °C to 25.1 °C is - 256 X 10- 6 g/ml per °C. 
The absolute density of water was determined in 
three very painstaking experiments by hydrostatic 
weighing of ob jects with known masses and volumes 
[22, 23, 24] . From these experiments it was deter
mined [25] that 1 liter = 1000.028 cm3 • Unfortu
nately at the time of the above experiments nothing 
was known about isotopes, and consequently, no 
precautions were taken to avoid isotopic fractiona
tion during the distillation of the water. Chappuis 
makes the statement that his usual procedllTe was 
to redistill good quality commercially available 
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.distilled water [26]. In view of this, DuMond, 
Oohen, et al. , have assigned to this value a probable 
e]"~·01: of 3 ppm [27]. Even this errOl" may be op Li
mlstlc, and actually may be worse. Bllsed on the 
above values, Lhe absolute densiLy of waLer aL 
25 °0 is 0.997047 ± (3 X 10- 6) g/cm.3 . 

Natural waters from. different parLs of t he world 
have ~een found to vary in density by only a few 
parts 10 ten million [28]. The effect o[ dissolved air 
on the. density o~ \~a ter at 25 °C is also only a few 
parts 111 ten 111l1lIon [29]. However , because of 
bubble formation on surfaces, t he air must be 
removed from the water before hydrostatic weighings 
can be m~Lde. The average compressibili ty of water 
at the pressure of 1 to 10 atm, at 25 °0 is 47.6 X 10- 6 

per atm [30]. 
For .the p~·es~nt experi~ent ordinary tap water 

was tnply dIstIlled fLccordlllg to a procedure sug
ges ted by Bauer fLnd Levin [3 1], fLnd boiled before 
use to expel the absorbed air. The probable error 
in the density due to fra cLionaLion and the rem ainin o· 
. . .. . b 
Imp.untIC~ IS estImated Lo be less than 1 ppm . The 
pUrIty of the waterwi~S ciJ ecked by conductivi ty 
measuremell ts [32], whICh gave values as low as 
1.1 X lO- 6 (S1 cm)-l and never exceeded 1.7 X 10- 6 

(Q cm)-l. 

2.4. Weighing Chamber 

. The weigh~ng chamber for this experimen t con
sIsted of a trIple walled glfLss con tainer as shown in 
figure l. The thermostating wa ter from a constant 
temp erature ~ath flowed at a ra.te of approximately 
3 gal per mmute around the lL1ner chamber and 
returned via the oute.L" jacket. ~rhe bftth tempera
ture was measured wIth two calIbra ted calorimeter 
type (0.01 °0 divisions) thermometers. The ther
mometers were calibrated for total immersion but 
~n these m~f~surel~1en t~ they. were only par· bally 
Jlllmersed. [here£ore It WfLS Impor tant to correct 
for the hydros tatic pressure difference on the 
thermometer bulbs. This pressure effect was 
measur.ed to be 0.10 °O/ tttm. No stem te mperature 
cor!·ect~ons were necessary, because the room was 
mamtallled at the same tempemture as the ba tho 
Th~ tot~l probab~e e~Tor in the temperature determi
natIOn III the wmghlllg chamber is estimated to be 
0.004 °0 , . which correspon.ds to approximately 1 
ppm error 111 the water denSIty. 

Because the crystals had flat faces, it was possible 
to support them on a simple stirrup made of 3 mm 
glass rod . The crystals could be lifted from this 
s.tirrup f?r the "empty" weighings by means of the 
hfter whI.cll was raise~ by thin nylon lin es leading to 
the outSIde. Thus It V{fLS possible to check th e 
re:pea ~ahility. of the weigbings by doing a series of' 
wmghmgs WI thou t removing the crystal from the 
weighing chamber. In addition to this, the bfLlance 
coul~ be deflected ffifLgneticttlly, thus producing 
motIOn of the suspension wire through the water 
s~rface , thus :nfLking possible repeated weighings 
WIthout arrestll1g the balance. Repeatability indi
cated that the surface tension forces on the suspen-

Balance 

FIGURE 1. Details of the weighing charnber. 
. J_egeJ1d: (1) crystal to be weighed, (2) crystal supporting tstirrup, (3) suspen

SIOn \'11 e, .<4) lIfter for ra isin g crystal frolll stIrrup, (5) nickel wire spot welded La 
su pport Wife, (6) COli for magnetically defl ectin g th e balance, (7) strin gs for rais in g 
crystal hft~r, (8) support wire attached to ba lance pan book and (9) inlet for 
therrnos tatlll g watel'. ' 

sion were remaining co nstan t. The most frequent 
prob~em enco untered was due to small dust particles 
fioatm g 011 the water surface ttttachino· themselves to 
t he suspension , and t itus chano·ino':' the effective 
diameter or the suspension . T~ climinate errors 
~rom this, the weighings on each crystal were taken 
10 seveml groups, the waLer level being lowered after 
efLcl.t group of weighings. \Veighings were continu ed 
untIl there was bo·ood aboreement amono· th e weighin o·s . 1 b b 
ll1 eac 1 group and among the avenl.ges of these 
groups. 

2.5. Preparation of the Suspension 

As already stated, the suspension wire passing 
through the water surfftce should be of minimum 
diameter to minimize the total surface tension force 
?n it, its surfac~ should be wetted by the water, fLnd 
It sho~lcl b.e eaSIly replaceable. In this experiment , 
0.001 In . dJaI~1 92 percen t platinum , 8 p ercent tung
sten. fLlloy WIre was u~ed [35] . . This wire is quite 
ductile an~l has a tenSIle strength of approximately 
3qO,OOO psJ. Thus a.1-mil diameter wire of this alloy 
WIll suppor t approxImately 100 g of weio·ht. The 
~ooks for the suspension wire were made by flatten
mg the end of a short (8 mm) piece of 1-mm diameter 
stainless steel wire and then filin g a hook out of it. 
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A longitudinal slot was cut in the body of the hook, 
the fine wire placed in the slot and then the slot 
crimped closed. First a hook was crimped onto one 
end of a 3-cm long piece of the I-mil wire. The wire 
was then cleaned in a sulfuric acid and sodium 
dichromate solu tion [38] and washed in distilled 
water. Next, the platinum black coating was ap
plied from a plating solution of 3-percent platinum 
chloride dissolved in 0.025-percent lead acetate solu
tion [37]. A No. 18 platinum wire was used as the 
positive electrode and a 6-V dry cell with a 1000 Q 
resistor in series supplied the curren t. The suspen
sion wire was immersed up to the hook, and approxi
mately 5 rnA of current allowed to flow for 40 sec, 
with the wire being agitated to retard bubble for
mation. The coating should be even and uniformly 
rough and approximately O.l-mil thick. This was 
, -erified by examination under a microscope of 200 X 
magnification. If the coating was satisfactory, the 
suspension was again cleaned in the acid solution, 
washed in distilled water, and a hook crimped on 
the other end. This last cleaning was necessary 
because a freshly coated wire without cleaning did 
not exhibi t a constant contact angle with the water 
surface. 

3. Experimental Results 

3 .1. Silicon Crystals 

A group of 22 large silicon single crystals ranging 
in weight from 5 to 18 g were available for this 
experiment [38]. These crystals were grown from 
high purity in trinsic silicon and had low dislocation 
densities, as specified by the suppliers. The m ain 
impurity was oxygen which varied in concentration 
from as low as 1.3 X 10 17 to as high as 8.8 X 1O l7 

atoms/cm 3. This was determined by measming the 
infrared absorption at 9 f.L [39]. Before weighing, the 
crystals were ground to remove any foreign matter 
and jagged corners. Etching in 1 : 3: 3 solution (by 
, -olum e) of HF, HN03, and glacial acetic acid for 
about 1 min. removed any loose silicon particles 
from the smfftces. After being wftshed the crystals 
were kept under distilled wftter. Vacuum was ap
plied to remoye air bubbles from any small crevices. 

3.2. Density of Silicon 

The results of all the density determinations are 
shown in the form of a histogram in figure 2. The 
ayerage density at 25 °C was calculated to be 

The probable error of this yalue consists of approxi
mately 0.5-ppm random error of the ftverage, com
puted from p= 0.67[~~~ I(di-dav)2/ (k-1 ) kF ftnd 3-ppm 
svs temfttic error in the water densitv. The individ
ual density determinations had a r:andom probable 
error of approximately 3 f.Lg/cm3, as computed by 
combining the errors in the various quantities used 
in the density calculations. This high precision of 
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FIGURE 2. The density of silicon single crystals at 25 DC. 
Each squ are represents one independen t density determination , and ihe 

numbers in the squares identify the crystals. 

the experiment is also indicated in figure 2 by the 
close grouping of the density values obtained in 
separate measm'ements on the same crystals, such 
as, on crystals 3, 7, 8, 9, and 11. Also crystals 19, 
20, 21, and 22 were obtained from the same source 
at the same time, and the close grouping of their 
densities indicates that they were probably cut from 
the same ingot. 

Thus the variations in the densities of the different 
crystals are quite real, but so far, no correlation of 
these variations with any of the known properties 
of these crystals has been found. It has ah'ead~r 
been demonstrated by Smakula and Kalnajs [40] 
that the oxygen impurity does not affect the densit? 
of silicon. This is also indicated by the present 
results, although in this case, no really oxygen-free 
crystals were available for comparison. 

The above density value can be compared to 
dsl (25 °C) = 2.32902 ±(3X lO- S) g/cm3 obtained by 
Smakula and Sils [9]. It also is in agreement with 
the lower precision value of ds I (25 °C) = 2 .3289 
± 0.0001g/cm3 0btainedbyStl'amnanis etal. [3]. It 
disagrees however, with ftn earlier measurement of 
dsl (25 °C) = 2.3282 ± 0.003 g/cm3 by Straumanis and 
Aka [41]. 

4. Conclusions 

In this experiment the density of silicon single 
crystals was measured by hydrostatic weighing with 
a precision of approximately one part per million. 
This high precision is due to the following factors: 
(a) the precision of the balance and an accurate 
calibration of the weights; (b) accurate water temp
erature control and measurement ; (c) the platinmn
black coated small diameter suspension wire, and 
(d) the ease with which repeated weighings could be 
made, thus making it possible to detect any erratic 
behavior of the surface tension effects on the sus
pension. At the present this precision exceeds the 
accuracy with which the absolute density of water 
is known, therefore it may be worthwhile to r e
determine the ftbsolute density of water with known 
isotopic composition. 
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rr:he. densiti.es of the invididual crystals showed 
vanatIOns whICh were larger than the experimental 
preCISIOn. However, the average of all these values 
s~~)Uld be a. good indication of the true density of 
SIlIcon . . ~11lS average value agrees quite well with 
the precISIOn measurement by Smakula and Sils [9]. 

This work was done under the direction of Pro
fessor~. 4-. Be~tl'den! and tl~e author wish es Lo express 
appreCIatIOn for hIs adVIce and assista nce. Tll e 
cooperation of Dr. W. C. Dash of General Electric 
Company, Dr. Morris Tanenbaum of the Bell T ele
phone Laboratories, and Dr. W'alter Runyan of 
Texas Instru~ents, Inc. , in providing the crystals is 
greatly apprecIated. Also the author is indebted to 
Mr. L. B. lVIacurdy andlVrr . J. F . Swindells of the 
National Bureau of Standards for proviclino. the 
certified weights a ncl the calibration of t,he '" ther
mometers. 
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Wc arc greatly indcb ted to thc followin<Y individuals 
a nd laboratorics for providin g thc crystals, a nd for 
t hc cooperatiOl~ wit ho ut which t his study would ha \'e 
becn sc ve rcly limi te d: t he late Dr. W. C. Das h, o f the 
Ge ncral E lectri c Co. , for supplyin g foul' of thc crysta ls, 
Dr. Morns Tancnba um of t he Bell T elc phonc Lab
?ra tories for six crystals, a nd to Dr. Walter Bun yan of 
Te:\as Instrume nts, In c., for ten of the crystals. In 
a ddi t iOn , two crystals wcre pu rchase cl from ICnapi c 
Electro-Ph ysics, In c., of Palo Alto , Ca li f. 

[39] W. Kaiser and P . H . K ec k, J. Appl. Ph vs. 28, 882 (Hl57) . 
[40] A. Smakula and J . Kalnajs , J. Ph ys. Chem. Solids 6, 46 

(1958). . 
[41] M. E. Straumanis a nd E. Z. A ka J . AI) I)1. Ph vs. 23, 330 

(1952). '.' 
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